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Collage Jewelry Demo by Martha Aleo 
 
Suppliers: 
 
You can pay top dollar or you can be more economical.   I like to buy in eBay and Etsy 
 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/GlassSupplies   (I have used and like this place) 
 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/ROMAINES 
 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/Sagetale 
 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/floresflorestanis 
 
http://www.harborfreight.com 
 
See RabbicoonProductions Channel on YouTube for informative full-length video tutorials that 
will teach you the basics.  The guy is eccentric, but he gives away a lot of valuable information 
for free.  
 
http://www.stainedglassstylists.com/ Rabicoon’s company.  They sell a reasonably priced starter 
kit.  I got mine on Etsy for about the same price. 
 
Basic Supplies 
 
Soldering iron made for stained glass.  Inland is a good brand. There 
are others. Stained Glass Stylists has a good list.  Irons make for 
electronic work will burn out because they are not made to be on for 
a long time.  My first soldering iron came from eBay and weighted a 
TON!!  Unless you want to look like a Jai Alai player or you are 
recreating the Sistine Chapel in stained glass, get an iron that is 
comfortable to work with. 
 
A temperature controller. Very important.  Some irons have them built in.  
I have a freestanding one. 
 
Stand for Iron (eBay) 
 
 
Solder  - Get lead free solder and do not get solder with a rosin core.  
Sometimes you can find something at Home Depot or Lowes that will 
work, but solder made for stained glass looks the best and is the 

easiest to work with.  Silver Gleem made by Canfield is 
a good lead free solder. 
 
 
Flux and flux brush- make sure your flux is for stained glass.  Jeweler’s flux and 
Handy Flux might be too strong. 
 

http://www.etsy.com/shop/GlassSupplies
http://www.etsy.com/shop/ROMAINES
http://www.etsy.com/shop/Sagetale
http://www.etsy.com/shop/floresflorestanis
http://www.harborfreight.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxNMpvKQz38
http://www.stainedglassstylists.com/
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Adhesive backed copper foil.  This comes in various widths.  The thicker 
your glass, the thicker the width you should use.  You can also get it with 
a scalloped edge and you can get sheets of sticky backed foil.  I have 
never used this.  There are also foils with different colored undersides 
(like silver or black) that you might want to use if the back of your foil is 
going to show through the glass. 
 

 
Glass cutter – you can use anything from a 1.95 special from the 
hardware store to a fancy pistol grip.    I got my pistol grip on eBay 
and I really like it, but both kinds do a good job.  You can fill them 
with any kind of oil.  You don’t need to buy the expensive stuff they 
sell.    Remember, glass cutting takes practice and so does soldering.   
 
Running Pliers – 
Hardware store- use 
these to separate 
pieces of scored glass. 

 
 
 
 
Grozer Pliers (also spelled Grozier)-eBay-use them to nibble off 
little bits of glass that didn’t come off when you 
scored and broke it. 
You need both kinds of pliers. 
 
 
 
 
Files- Use these to file down rough edges of glass before you foil them.  You want to get to the 
point where you have to do minimal filing.  Wear eye AND mouth protection when you file.  
You don’t want to breathe in glass dust. 
 
 
Sal ammoniac -used to clean the tip of your soldering iron and to 
keep it tinned. You need this to prolong the life of your tip and 
keep your soldering from looking sooty and dirty. 
 
 
Ventilation- I have an air cleaner with a replaceable charcoal filter.  
Instead of buying expensive filters on line, I go to a Pet store or 
EBay.  I also have a smokeless ashtray with a charcoal filter.  I don’t rely on this alone, but it 
works for demos. Soldering can get smoky especially when you clean your iron tip in the sal 
ammoniac.  A respirator would not hurt.  I have a couple.  Rio Grande and Harbor Freight are 
good sources.  A dust mask without an air filter or ventilation won’t do you much good. You can 
find instructions for making a cheap solder fume extractor at the Instructables site 
http://www.instructables.com/id/Solder-Fume-Extractor/ 
 

http://www.instructables.com/id/Solder-Fume-Extractor/
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Good eye protection for glass cutting AND soldering.  I like safety 
goggles that fit around your eyes.  You can wear glasses under them 
comfortably.  Harbor Freight sells a pack of 3 for $3.99.  You can also 
find them at some dollar stores. 
 
Helping Hands, (Harbor Freight) wooden clothespins, cross-locking tweezers (eBay)- to hold 
your glass sandwich together. 
 
Glass 
 
Glass Slides- you can order them from  a place like Stampington,  (you get 10 
1" x 3" slides for $6.95)  or a scientific company 
 
http://www.amazon.com/Microscope-Slides-Coverslips-
Set/dp/B0016ZW5LA/ref=pd_sbs_indust_2 
 
You get 72 1” by 3” slides for 8.99.   This is a no brainer to me.  Go to the scientific supplier.   

 
You can buy pre cut glass. You can also cut your own 
glass.    It takes practice to get good at this!  I use scrap 
stained glass, glass from frames in the dollar store and 
glass I find on trash day if it is not too thick.   Since I can’t 

draw a straight line with a ruler, I use a thick “L “shaped ruler to measure 

and as a cutting guide. 
 
The thicker the glass, the harder it is to make a cut with an even edge.  
Even edges look better after you foil and solder them.  Thinner clear glass 
will break apart very easily.  With thicker glass, you might have to grind 
down some rough ends with a glass grinder (big investment) or a metal 
file (smaller investment).  Wear eye protection and mouth 
protection because you can breathe in glass dust.   
 

You can also paint glass with stained glass paint. 
 
 
 
Picking items to insert in the frame 
 
The obvious choices are photos and ephemera.  You can also use cured polymer clay, make mini 
collages, fabric, leaves, feathers, bark, dried flowers, scraps of handmade paper, ribbon, 
wallpaper a lock of hair– it’s up to you.  Don’t limit yourself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Microscope-Slides-Coverslips-Set/dp/B0016ZW5LA/ref=pd_sbs_indust_2
http://www.amazon.com/Microscope-Slides-Coverslips-Set/dp/B0016ZW5LA/ref=pd_sbs_indust_2
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Cutting the Glass 

 
Lay the glass on a flat surface at about waist level.    I like to 
work on a towel because you can shake it out when you are 
done. Remember, you can’t cut glass like it was fabric  
(although there are special tools for cutting glass circles) fabric.  You must 
score and break from end to end.  I use a straight edge I can run my cutter 
against.  You will hear a scraping sound.  Score from one end to the other.  It 

does not matter whether you go front to back or vice versa; I’ve seen both.  If the glass is thin 
you can snap it with your hands. 
 
To use the running pliers, line up the line mark with the score on the end 
of the glass where the score goes all the way to the edge (probably the 
side where you ended the score.)  The closer you score to the edge of 
glass, the harder it is to get an even break.    Sometimes it’s just better to 
get a new piece of glass and cut it down.  Use grozer pliers to break off 
little shards and files to even up the edges. 
 
Free on line video on how to cut glass 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4k7AgA3e3Y&feature=related 
 
 
 
Before you start Foiling and fluxing: 
 
 
Make sure glass is clean.  Use ammonia or alcohol and dry glass thoroughly.  Sandwich your 
material between two pieces of glass and apply the foil tape.  Sit the glass sandwich edge on the 
sticky side of the tape and, making sure you have equal amounts of foil on each side, roll it  onto 
the tape (which is sitting on a flat surface sticky side up) wrap the sides and cut.  I like to have a 
bit of overlap.  You move the sandwich and keep the tape stationary.  Peel off the backing a little 
bit at a time.  If you don’t, it will stick to everything. 
 
After you’ve applied the foil to the edges and tamped down the edges on the table, press down 
both sides of the tape with your thumb and forefinger and then fold in and press down the 
corners neatly.  Burnish everything well with a bone folder.  Very important.  If any of the tape is 
uneven on the front or back of the frame, use a craft knife or single edged razor blade to even it 
up. 
 
Apply flux.   
 
I like to apply all my flux to a frame at once but only to one frame at a time.  Don’t let fluxed 
work sit without soldering   or the flux will dry out  and not work.  Flux is an acid that helps the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4k7AgA3e3Y&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4k7AgA3e3Y&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4k7AgA3e3Y&feature=related
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solder adhere to the tape.  After you finish soldering, wipe off dark spots and excess flux as soon 
as the piece is cool enough. 
 
 
Soldering 
 
Start to solder when your iron reaches temperature.  It reaches temperature when it melts the 
solder without sputtering and smoking and burning.  You will learn from experience. 
 
The classic method is to apply the iron tip to a length of solder and pull the solder down the seam 
with the tip melting the solder and laying down a bead as you go.  I like to use helping hands 
(buy at Harbor Freight) to hold everything straight.  Wooden Clothespins also work. I like to 
solder on a flat piece of wood or a smooth towel which does not have to be wet. 
 
 
Don’t overheat your iron and keep the tip clean!!  The tip has a copper core and is coated with a 
silver colored alloy that you want to protect.  When you see the copper in your tip, you can throw 
it away. You preserve your tip by keeping it clean. 
 
  The tip should always be coated with shiny with silver solder.  When it gets dark spots (carbon 
and solder), dig out a hole in the sal ammoniac block with the hot tip and melt some solder with 
the sal ammoniac powder right in the block.  Mix this together with the tip and wipe it on the 
edge of the block or a rag.  There are those who say to wipe on a damp sponge.  I prefer dry cloth 
and I also use flux to clean the tip (occasionally.  If you clean regularly with the sal ammoniac, 
this should not be necessary.  Cleaning too much with flux will reduce the life of your tip.  Never 
use an abrasive like sandpaper.   
 
Cleaning the tip creates smoke!  Work in a well ventilated area or have a charcoal filter device.  
Don’t breathe in the smoke.  It never hurts to wear a respirator.  Don’t forget the eye protection.  
Some people wear rubber gloves, but I don’t. 
 
 
After you lay down a bead of solder, wait a few seconds for it to “seize up” or become solid 
before you move your piece to solder another part of it. 
 
Solder the edges and then the front and back.  Solder obeys the laws of gravity and molten solder 
will run off if the surface you’re soldering is not flat.  You can add a second coat of solder to get 
the look you want (a healthy rounded bead rather than a flat line) and smooth out lumps and 
bumps.   Be aware though that the more you reheat solder the more likely you are to weaken the 
glue that holds the tape.    
 
 
 
Attaching rings 
 
     I have seen instructions that tell you to lay the molten solder on the frame surface and dip in 
the fluxed ring (Held in tweezers or the helping hands).  I like to flux and silver the ring first 
(seam side down) and get a small glob of solder on the bottom.  Let it set, and hold it in the 
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tweezers or clip where you want it on the frame.  Insert the tip of the iron through the ring and 
touch it to the glob of solder, and let it melt down and incorporate with the solder on the frame. 
 
 
Embellishing 
 
   You can put on as many loops as you want and make dangles, attach head pins, wirework, 
charms and anything else you like.  Just be sure it’s not so heavy it pulls the Soldered tape off the 
glass.  Some ideas:  Drilled glass and coins, old earrings (nice for a memory piece with a picture 
of the person who wore the earring) chains, coiled wire, colored and resin coated twigs, drilled 
pebbles, feathers, 
 
 
Finishing 
 
     I do not like to sand or file the cooled solder except to take off a rough bit here or there.  
Sanded solder is not attractive.  You can apply liver of sulfur, blackening, or another patina with 
a brush or Q-tip. (Wear gloves and goggles, especially if you use the blackening.  Mine is 
sulfuric acid.  My parents already scared me for life.  I don’t need scars from my crafting.) 
 
You can also use carnauba wax, Brasso or another metal polish.  Try not to get these finishes 
under the tape. Clean up the glass if it needs it.  You can suspend your frame on anything- 
ribbon, chain, wire, buna.  You can solder rings on the side and hand things from them. You can 
also try attaching a pin finding to the loop on the top and making a suspended pin. 
 
You can make earrings by soldering a loop on the top and inserting an ear wire, bracelets with 
connected soldered loops and clasps.  Don’t forget sun catchers!!! 
 
Recommended Book: 

 
 
Simple Soldered Jewelry & Accessories: A Crafter's Guide to 
Fashioning Necklaces, Earrings, Bracelets & More (Hardcover) by 
Lisa Bluhm 
 
 


